E-books are the counterpart of printed books. Many publishers have converted the print books to electronic format and made them available on-line to libraries under different models. Though the use of e-books is not comparable to the use of e-journals, more and more the e-book culture is catching up in India.

At IIA library we have initiated the service of access to e-books, starting from “Lecture Notes in Physics” series to ASP conference proceedings and AIP conference proceedings and the latest addition of Springer e-books series in Physics and Astronomy. As we are in the process of acquiring more titles of books in electronic format, we request you to kindly support us by sending your feedback on use & requirement of e-books @ IIA Library.

Kindly keep checking e-mail for announcement on new additions.

E-books Available in our library now!

Libraries have begun to make the transition to book readers. Already loaning of book readers is in practice in some libraries.